
Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Daily Usage InventoryDaily Usage Inventory
NOTE 4/23/2020 - New questions have been added about security level, medicalNOTE 4/23/2020 - New questions have been added about security level, medical
status, offender testing status, and bed use at facility. The new questions begin atstatus, offender testing status, and bed use at facility. The new questions begin at
Question 53.Question 53.
NOTE 4/14/2020 - Two new questions have been added about the number ofNOTE 4/14/2020 - Two new questions have been added about the number of
offenders with COVID-19 who have died at your location since your reportoffenders with COVID-19 who have died at your location since your report
yesterday (new Question 46) and how many staff with COVID-19 at your locationyesterday (new Question 46) and how many staff with COVID-19 at your location
who have died (new Question 52).who have died (new Question 52).
As we continue the daily inventory process for PPE (Personal Protection
Equipment) at all of our locations, please note the following refinements to the
reporting process:

Count of itemsCount of items—the count for both items used and items on hand continues
for individual items using this approach:

On-handOn-hand—count the number of unopened boxes. Multiply the number of
unopened boxes x number of each items in each box for your total
UsedUsed—as soon as you have used one item from a box, consider the entire
box as “used.” Do not count loose items in an opened box to avoid
possible contamination. Multiply the number of opened boxes x number
of each items in each box for your total.

Size of itemsSize of items—anticipate that the inventory will require reporting by sizes for
gowns and gloves. Refer to the PDF version of the current survey for details.
Reporting assistanceReporting assistance—use these contacts if difficulty is experienced in making
your submission:

Technical issues with SurveyMonkeyTechnical issues with SurveyMonkey—use this shared mailbox monitored
by the Research Unit:  research@vadoc.virginia.gov
Procedural issuesProcedural issues—refer to your supervisor and up your chain to your
region; note that 24-hour assistance can be initiated by OLU: 
docolu@vadoc.virginia.gov

Complete this inventory by 11:00am each day.Complete this inventory by 11:00am each day.
It is It is criticalcritical that Medical is prepared to submit the information for the preceding that Medical is prepared to submit the information for the preceding
time since your facility's report yesterday for the following questions by 11:00am:time since your facility's report yesterday for the following questions by 11:00am:
40 -46; 52 - 55; 61 - 6740 -46; 52 - 55; 61 - 67

Enter all usage and inventory information as of 9:00am for the preceding timeEnter all usage and inventory information as of 9:00am for the preceding time
since your report yesterday.since your report yesterday.

Report information for your specific location. If your location also holds supplies
for the Regional Stockpiles, you will need to report the information for the
Regional Stockpiles at the end of this inventory. Do NOT combine the information
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from your location with the regional stockpile supplies you are storing. 
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Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Daily Usage InventoryDaily Usage Inventory

1. Enter email address of person completing this inventory*

2. Select the name of your location from the dropdown menu*

Report Date

Date

MM/DD/YYYY  

3. Enter the date in which you are reporting this information*

4. Is today a normal weekday or a weekend/holiday?
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Masks & RespiratorsMasks & Respirators

Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Daily Usage InventoryDaily Usage Inventory

How many N-95N-95
MasksMasks were used
at your location?

What is the
current inventory
of N-95 MasksN-95 Masks at
your location?

How many N-95N-95
MasksMasks have been
received at your
location?

5. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many KN-95KN-95
MasksMasks were used
at your location?

What is the
current inventory
KN-95 MasksKN-95 Masks at
your location?

How many KN-95KN-95
MasksMasks have been
received at your
location?

6. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many P-100P-100
RespiratorsRespirators were
used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of P-100P-100
RespiratorsRespirators at
your location?

How many P-100P-100
RespiratorsRespirators have
been received at
your location?

7. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many
MedicalMedical  MasksMasks
were used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of Medical Medical MasksMasks
at your location?

How many
MedicalMedical
MasksMasks have been
received at your
location?

8. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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Coveralls & GownsCoveralls & Gowns

Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Daily Usage InventoryDaily Usage Inventory

How many
DisposableDisposable
CoverallsCoveralls were
used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of DisposableDisposable
CoverallsCoveralls at your
location?

How many
DisposableDisposable
CoverallsCoveralls have
been received at
your location?

9. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many
Disposable GownsDisposable Gowns
(size Small) (size Small) were
used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of DisposableDisposable
Gowns (sizeGowns (size
Small) Small) at your
location?

How many
Disposable GownsDisposable Gowns
(size Small)(size Small) have
been received at
your location?

10. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many
Disposable GownsDisposable Gowns
(size(size
Medium) Medium) were
used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of DisposableDisposable
Gowns (sizeGowns (size
Medium) Medium) at your
location?

How many
Disposable GownsDisposable Gowns
(size(size
Medium)Medium) have
been received at
your location?

11. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many
Disposable GownsDisposable Gowns
(size Large) (size Large) were
used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of DisposableDisposable
Gowns (sizeGowns (size
Large) Large) at your
location?

How many
Disposable GownsDisposable Gowns
(size Large)(size Large) have
been received at
your location?

12. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many
Disposable GownsDisposable Gowns
(sizes XL, 2X, &(sizes XL, 2X, &
3X) 3X) were used at
your location?

What is the
current inventory
of DisposableDisposable
Gowns (sizes XL,Gowns (sizes XL,
2X, & 3X) 2X, & 3X) at your
location?

How many
Disposable GownsDisposable Gowns
(sizes XL, 2X, &(sizes XL, 2X, &
3X)3X) have been
received at your
location?

13. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many
Protective GownsProtective Gowns
(one size) (one size) were
used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of ProtectiveProtective
Gowns (oneGowns (one
size) size) at your
location?

How many
Protective GownsProtective Gowns
(one size)(one size) have
been received at
your location?

14. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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Latex, Nitrile and Vinyl GlovesLatex, Nitrile and Vinyl Gloves

Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Daily Usage InventoryDaily Usage Inventory

How many LatexLatex
GlovesGloves (size XS)(size XS)
were used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of Latex GlovesLatex Gloves
(size XS) (size XS) at your
location?

How many LatexLatex
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
XS)XS) have been
received at your
location?

15. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (size XS)Gloves (size XS)
were used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of Nitrile GlovesNitrile Gloves
(size XS)(size XS) at your
location?

How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
XS)XS) have been
received at your
location?

16. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many
VinylVinyl Gloves (size Gloves (size
XS)XS) were used at
your location?

What is the
current inventory
of VinylVinyl G Glovesloves
(size XS)(size XS) at your
location?

How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
XS)XS) have been
received at your
location?

17. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many LatexLatex
GlovesGloves (size(size
Small)Small) were used
at your location?

What is the
current inventory
of Latex GlovesLatex Gloves
(size Small) (size Small) at
your location?

How many LatexLatex
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Small)Small) have been
received at your
location?

18. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Small)Small) were used
at your location?

What is the
current inventory
of Nitrile GlovesNitrile Gloves
(size Small)(size Small) at
your location?

How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Small)Small) have been
received at your
location?

19. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many
Vinyl Vinyl Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Small)Small) were used
at your location?

What is the
current inventory
of Vinyl GlovesVinyl Gloves
(size Small)(size Small) at
your location?

How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Small)Small) have been
received at your
location?

20. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many LatexLatex
GlovesGloves (size(size
Medium)Medium) were
used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of Latex GlovesLatex Gloves
(size Medium) (size Medium) at
your location?

How many LatexLatex
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Medium)Medium) have
been received at
your location?

21. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Medium)Medium) were
used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of Nitrile GlovesNitrile Gloves
(size Medium)(size Medium) at
your location?

How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Medium) Medium) have
been received at
your location?

22. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Medium)Medium) were
used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of Vinyl GlovesVinyl Gloves
(size Medium)(size Medium) at
your location?

How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Medium)Medium) have
been received at
your location?

23. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many LatexLatex
GlovesGloves (size(size
Large)Large) were used
at your location?

What is the
current inventory
of Latex GlovesLatex Gloves
(size Large) (size Large) at
your location?

How many LatexLatex
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Large)Large) have been
received at your
location?

24. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Large)Large) were used
at your location?

What is the
current inventory
of Nitrile GlovesNitrile Gloves
(size Large)(size Large) at
your location?

How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Large)Large) have been
received at your
location?

25. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Large)Large) were used
at your location?

What is the
current inventory
of Vinyl GlovesVinyl Gloves
(size Large)(size Large) at
your location?

How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Large)Large) have been
received at your
location?

26. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many LatexLatex
GlovesGloves (size XL)(size XL)
were used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of Latex GlovesLatex Gloves
(size XL) (size XL) at your
location?

How many LatexLatex
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
XL)XL) have been
received at your
location?

27. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (size XL)Gloves (size XL)
were used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of Nitrile GlovesNitrile Gloves
(size XL)(size XL) at your
location?

How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
XL)XL) have been
received at your
location?

28. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (size XL)Gloves (size XL)
were used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of Vinyl Vinyl GlovesGloves
(size XL)(size XL) at your
location?

How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
XL)XL) have been
received at your
location?

29. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many LatexLatex
GlovesGloves (size XXL)(size XXL)
were used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of Latex GlovesLatex Gloves
(size XXL) (size XXL) at your
location?

How many LatexLatex
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
XXL)XXL) have been
received at your
location?

30. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (size XXL)Gloves (size XXL)
were used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of Nitrile GlovesNitrile Gloves
(size XXL)(size XXL) at your
location?

How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
XXL)XXL) have been
received at your
location?

31. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (size XXL)Gloves (size XXL)
were used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of Vinyl GlovesVinyl Gloves
(size XXL)(size XXL) at your
location?

How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
XXL)XXL) have been
received at your
location?

32. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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GogglesGoggles

Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Daily Usage InventoryDaily Usage Inventory

How many
GogglesGoggles were used
at your location?

What is the
current inventory
of GogglesGoggles at your
location?

How many
GogglesGoggles have been
received at your
location?

33. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many
DisposableDisposable
FaceshieldsFaceshields were
used at your
location?

What is the
current inventory
of DisposableDisposable
FaceshieldsFaceshields at
your location?

How many
DisposableDisposable
FaceshieldsFaceshields have
been received at
your location?

34. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many SafetySafety
GlassesGlasses were used
at your location?

What is the
current inventory
of SafetySafety
GlassesGlasses at your
location?

How many SafetySafety
GlassesGlasses have been
received at your
location?

35. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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Regional Stockpiles

Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Daily Usage InventoryDaily Usage Inventory

36. Are you holding supplies for the Regional Stockpiles?*

Yes, my location holds supplies for the Regional Stockpiles

No, my location DOES NOT hold supplies for the Regional Stockpiles
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Regional Stockpiles

Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Daily Usage InventoryDaily Usage Inventory

37. Select the Region you are holding supplies for*
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Regional Stockpiles

Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Daily Usage InventoryDaily Usage Inventory

How many N-95N-95
MasksMasks from the
Regional Stockpile
were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of N-95 MasksN-95 Masks at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

How many N-95N-95
MasksMasks have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

38. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many KN-95KN-95
MasksMasks from the
Regional Stockpile
were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of KN-95 MasksKN-95 Masks at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

How many KN-95KN-95
MasksMasks have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

39. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many P-100P-100
RespiratorsRespirators from
the Regional
Stockpile were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of P-100P-100
RespiratorsRespirators at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

How many P-100P-100
RespiratorsRespirators have
been received at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

40. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many
MedicalMedical  MasksMasks fro
m the Regional
Stockpile were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of Medical Medical MasksMasks 
at your location
for the Regional
Stockpile?

How many
Medical MasksMedical Masks
have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

41. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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Regional Stockpiles

Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Daily Usage InventoryDaily Usage Inventory

How many
DisposableDisposable
CoverallsCoveralls from the
Regional Stockpile
were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of DisposableDisposable
CoverallsCoveralls at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

How many
DisposableDisposable
CoverallsCoveralls have
been received at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

42. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many
Disposable GownsDisposable Gowns
(size Small)(size Small) from
the Regional
Stockpile were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of DisposableDisposable
Gowns (sizeGowns (size
Small)Small) at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

How many
Disposable GownsDisposable Gowns
(size Small)(size Small) have
been received at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

43. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many
Disposable GownsDisposable Gowns
(size(size
Medium)Medium) from the
Regional Stockpile
were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of DisposableDisposable
Gowns (sizeGowns (size
Medium)Medium) at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

How many
Disposable GownsDisposable Gowns
(size Medium)(size Medium)
have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

44. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many
Disposable GownsDisposable Gowns
(size Large)(size Large) from
the Regional
Stockpile were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of DisposableDisposable
Gowns (sizeGowns (size
Large)Large) at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

How many
Disposable GownsDisposable Gowns
(size Large)(size Large) have
been received at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

45. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many
Disposable GownsDisposable Gowns
(sizes XL, 2X, &(sizes XL, 2X, &
3X)3X) from the
Regional Stockpile
were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of DisposableDisposable
Gowns (sizes XL,Gowns (sizes XL,
2X, & 3X)2X, & 3X) at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

How many
Disposable GownsDisposable Gowns
(sizes XL, 2X, &(sizes XL, 2X, &
3X)3X) have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

46. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many
Protective GownsProtective Gowns
(one size)(one size) from
the Regional
Stockpile were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of ProtectiveProtective
Gowns (oneGowns (one
size)size) at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

How many
Protective GownsProtective Gowns
(one size)(one size) have
been received at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

47. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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Regional Stockpiles

Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Daily Usage InventoryDaily Usage Inventory

How many LatexLatex
GlovesGloves (size XS)(size XS)
from the Regional
Stockpile were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of Latex GlovesLatex Gloves
(size XS)(size XS) at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

How many LatexLatex
Gloves (size XS)Gloves (size XS)
have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

48. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (size XS)Gloves (size XS)
from the Regional
Stockpile were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of Nitrile GlovesNitrile Gloves
(size XS)(size XS) at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (size XS)Gloves (size XS)
have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

49. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (size XS)Gloves (size XS)
from the Regional
Stockpile were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of Vinyl GlovesVinyl Gloves
(size XS)(size XS) at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (size XS)Gloves (size XS)
have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

50. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many LatexLatex
GlovesGloves (size(size
Small)Small) from the
Regional Stockpile
were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of Latex GlovesLatex Gloves
(size Small)(size Small) at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

How many LatexLatex
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Small)Small) have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

51. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Small)Small) from the
Regional Stockpile
were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of Nitrile GlovesNitrile Gloves
(size Small)(size Small) at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Small)Small) have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

52. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Small)Small) from the
Regional Stockpile
were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of Vinyl GlovesVinyl Gloves
(size Small)(size Small) at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Small)Small) have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

53. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many LatexLatex
GlovesGloves (size(size
Medium)Medium) from the
Regional Stockpile
were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of Latex GlovesLatex Gloves
(size Medium)(size Medium) at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

How many LatexLatex
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Medium)Medium) have
been received at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

54. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Medium)Medium) from the
Regional Stockpile
were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of Nitrile GlovesNitrile Gloves
(size Medium)(size Medium) at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Medium)Medium) have
been received at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

55. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Medium)Medium) from the
Regional Stockpile
were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of  Vinyl Vinyl GlGlovesoves
(size Medium)(size Medium) at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Medium)Medium) have
been received at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

56. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many LatexLatex
GlovesGloves (size(size
Large)Large) from the
Regional Stockpile
were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of Latex GlovesLatex Gloves
(size Large)(size Large) at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

How many LatexLatex
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Large)Large) have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

57. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Large)Large) from the
Regional Stockpile
were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of Nitrile GlovesNitrile Gloves
(size Large)(size Large) at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Large)Large) have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

58. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Large)Large) from the
Regional Stockpile
were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of Vinyl GlovesVinyl Gloves
(size Large)(size Large) at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (sizeGloves (size
Large)Large) have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

59. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many LatexLatex
GlovesGloves (size XL)(size XL)
from the Regional
Stockpile were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of Latex GlovesLatex Gloves
(size XL)(size XL) at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

How many LatexLatex
Gloves (size XL)Gloves (size XL)
have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

60. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (size XL)Gloves (size XL)
from the Regional
Stockpile were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of Nitrile GlovesNitrile Gloves
(size XL)(size XL) at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (size XL)Gloves (size XL)
have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

61. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (size XL)Gloves (size XL)
from the Regional
Stockpile were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of Vinyl GlovesVinyl Gloves
(size XL)(size XL) at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (size XL)Gloves (size XL)
have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

62. In the past 24 hours . . .*
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How many LatexLatex
GlovesGloves (size XXL)(size XXL)
from the Regional
Stockpile were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of Latex GlovesLatex Gloves
(size XXL)(size XXL) at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

How many LatexLatex
Gloves (size XXL)Gloves (size XXL)
have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

63. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (size XXL)Gloves (size XXL)
from the Regional
Stockpile were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of Nitrile GlovesNitrile Gloves
(size XXL)(size XXL) at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

How many NitrileNitrile
Gloves (size XXL)Gloves (size XXL)
have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

64. In the past 24 hours . . .*

DRAFT



How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (size XXL)Gloves (size XXL)
from the Regional
Stockpile were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of Vinyl GlovesVinyl Gloves
(size XXL)(size XXL) at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

How many VinylVinyl
Gloves (size XXL)Gloves (size XXL)
have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

65. In the past 24 hours . . .*

DRAFT



Regional Stockpiles
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How many
GogglesGoggles from the
Regional Stockpile
were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of GogglesGoggles at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

How
many GogglesGoggles
have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

66. In the past 24 hours . . .*

DRAFT



How many
ProtectiveProtective
FaceshieldsFaceshields from
the Regional
Stockpile were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of ProtectiveProtective
FaceshieldsFaceshields at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

How
many ProtectiveProtective
FaceshieldsFaceshields have
been received at
your location for
the Regional
Stockpile?

67. In the past 24 hours . . .*

How many SafetySafety
GlassesGlasses from the
Regional Stockpile
were
used/distributed?

What is the
current inventory
of SafetySafety
GlassesGlasses at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

How many SafetySafety
GlassesGlasses have been
received at your
location for the
Regional
Stockpile?

68. In the past 24 hours . . .*

DRAFT



Testing Information
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Daily Usage InventoryDaily Usage Inventory

69. In the past 24 hours, have any tests for Coronavirus been administered to
offenders at your location?

*

Yes

No, but I do have Offender COVID information to report (and my location is a Correctional

Center, Prison, Field Unit, Work Center, or CCAP)

No, and I do NOT have any Offender COVID information to report
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Offender Testing Information

Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Daily Usage InventoryDaily Usage Inventory

70. How many tests for Coronavirus have been administered to OFFENDERS at
your location in the past 24 hours?

*

71. Enter the lab that is processing these tests*

72. An OFFENDER is considered to be an Active COVID-19 Case if he/she has the
Coronavirus as confirmed by testing and is currently being held in isolation. Based
on this definition, how many confirmed,  Active COVID-19 cases were physically
located at your location as of 9:00am today?

*

73. Based on the above definition, please enter the total number of confirmed,
Active COVID-19 Cases physically located at a hospital as of 9:00am today?

*

74. How many confirmed, Active COVID-19 cases have been released to the public
from your location in the past 24 hours?

*

75. How many offenders with COVID-19 died at your location in the past 24 hours?* DRAFT



76. The Total NumberTotal Number of OFFENDER COVID-19 Cases includes allall who had a
positive test result while incarcerated;  Active in facility + Active in hospital +
Active released + Active who died. DO NOT INCLUDE DO NOT INCLUDE offenders that were released
with test results pending in this number.

*

DRAFT



COVID-19 Among VADOC STAFF
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77. In the past 24 hours, how many employees at your location have been
confirmed to have COVID-19?

*

78. What is the cumulative total number of employees at your location who have
been confirmed to have COVID-19?

*

79. How many of the employees at your location with confirmed COVID-19 are
considered to be an Active COVID-19 Case?

*

80. How many of the employees at your location with confirmed COVID-19 have
recovered/left the agency?

*

81. How many of the employees at your location with confirmed COVID-19 have
died?

*

82. Is today a normal weekday or a weekend/holidayDRAFT



Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)Copy of VADOC COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Daily Usage InventoryDaily Usage Inventory

83. If InactiveInactive means "No active positive case" and ActiveActive means "Have active
positive case" for OFFENDERS, what is your current ICS (Incident Command
Structure) status?

*

Inactive

Active

84. Using the following definitions, please select the current status of your
Medical Services:
Compromised - Compromised - using PPE hot, decreasing medical for non-essential functions,
implementing KOP
Critical - Critical - only responding to emergencies
NA - NA - no medical facility on site

*

85. Using the following definitions, please select the current level of preventive
security  place at your precautions in place at your facility:
Modified LockdownModified Lockdown -based on security needs, a facility has activated procedures
to allow access to the facility through a reduced number of controlled entrances
Lockdown - Lockdown - based on security needs, a facility has activated procedures to control
entry to the facility to authorized personnel only
NANA - Not applicable

*

86. How many offenders are currently in the Red Zone at your location?*

87. How many offenders are currently in the Yellow Zone at your location?* DRAFT



88. Please state the total number of COMPLETEDCOMPLETED COVID-19 test RESULTSRESULTS received
at your facility in the past 24 hours (includes tests with Positive, Negative,
Inconclusive or Invalid, and Rejected results, but NOT Pending).

*

89. Please state the total number of POSITIVEPOSITIVE COVID-19 results in the past 24
hours at your facility:

*

90. Please state the total number of NEGATIVE NEGATIVE COVID-19 test results at your
facility in the past 24 hours:

*

91. Please state the total number of COVID-19 tests that have come back with
REJECTEDREJECTED,, INCONCLUSIVE,  INCONCLUSIVE, or INVALID INVALID results at your facility In the past 24 hours:

*

92. Please state the total number of PENDINGPENDING COVID-19 tests at your facility since
12:00 noon yesterday :

*

93. Please state the TOTALTOTAL number of persons under investigation for COVID-19
currently at your facility (defined as symptomatic and pending results of testing;
offender should be in isolation):

*

94. Please state the TOTALTOTAL number of persons at your facility under investigation
for COVID-19 that were transferred to hospital in the past 24 hours:

* DRAFT



95. Please state the TOTAL TOTAL number of persons under investigation for COVID-19 at
your facility released to the public since 12:00 noon yesterday:

*

96. Please state the number of offenders who have tested negative for COVID-19
but continue to present the symptoms of COVID-19 and are clinically being treated
for COVID-19:

*

97. Please state the number of Infirmary beds currently in use at your facility:*

98. Please state the number of Assisted Living beds currently in use at your
facility:

*

99. Please state the number of MOU beds currently in use at your facility:*

100. Please state the total number of respiratory droplet isolation cell beds
currently in use at your facility (a 4 walled solid door cell that is used during
COVID-19 investigations):

*

101. Please state the number of negative pressure beds currently in use at your
facility (a 4 walled solid door cell that is used during COVID-19 investigations):

*

102. Please state the TOTALTOTAL number of offenders who were pending test results
when released that have since had a positive test result returned.

* DRAFT
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